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1 INTRODUCTION
This specification specifies the interfaces of the Finnish national Digital Preservation Services (DPS). Partner
organizations can utilize these interfaces for example when they use ingest and dissemination functionalities
of the service. The main purpose of these interfaces is to enable machine-to-machine communication. The
interfaces are designed to be as simple as possible, but the application architecture is scalable, which means
that new features can be added as required.

1.1 Digital Preservation Services
DPS refer to the national services produced for the digital preservation of cultural heritage resources and
research data. In this specification, a partner organization refers to an organization, department, or other
entity using the DPS for the digital preservation of digital content.
Digital preservation refers to the reliable preservation of digital information for several decades or even
centuries. Hardware, software, and file formats will become outdated, but the information must remain
understandable. Reliable digital preservation requires active monitoring of information integrity and
anticipation of various risks. Metadata, which describes for example the resource itself, its provenance and
rights related to it, has a key role in preservation.
The DPS produced for cultural heritage resources guarantees the preservation of essential national
information resources held in libraries, archives, and museums. Digital cultural heritage resources cover both
digitized and born-digital information resources: publications falling within the bounds of legal deposit,
government publications belonging to the national cultural heritage, and other digital information resources
worth preserving created by organizations operating under the Ministry of Education and Culture.
The DPS produced for research data ensures the availability and preservation of digital research resources.
This DPS supports a permanent and coordinated approach to support the management of research
resources. The aim is to ensure the verifiability and repeatability of research at various stages of the life cycle
and to make the results easy to use. This enables research results to be reused, evaluated, utilized in decisionmaking and secured by increasing digital data for future generations of researchers

1.2 Interfaces of Digital Preservation Services
The content to be ingested must be meet the requirements of both the Metadata Requirements and
Preparing Content for Digital Preservation [FI_META] specification and the File Formats [FI_FORMATS]
specification. Well-formed Submission Information Packages (SIPs) can be sent to the DPS using an SFTP
connection [IETF_SFTP] and the interface defined in this specification. The DPS generates validation reports
in both HTML and PREMIS formats. The reports can be retrieved by using the HTTP or SFTP connection.
Search and retrieval of Dissemination Information Packages (DIPs) is based on the HTTP protocol [RFC_7230].
This specification defines the REST queries and HTTP responses required for these transactions. The syntax
of the exchanged messages is based on JSON [RFC_7159]; the preserved content (both data and metadata
about it) is delivered in the requested format. DIPs are delivered as a binary ZIP or TAR packages, metadata
in an XML format, and the validation report in either XML or HTML format.
If any errors or other problems take place during transactions, the codes from the IETF memo [IETF_SFTP]
are used for the SFTP protocol and HTTP status codes [RFC_7231] for the REST interface. Best current practice
recommendations in the usage of these specifications should be taken into account, unless otherwise
required in this specification.
In this document, the partner organization software refers to software that communicates with the DPS using
agreed network solutions. The partner organization software could, for example, be a collection
management system or some other software.
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A user ID refers to an identifier that identifies the partner organization uniquely. The use of the DPS interface
is always restricted to user IDs, so the partner organization has the necessary rights to access the preserved
content in accordance with the preservation agreement.

1.3 Operation Model and Automation
Network communication typically takes place in request-response pairs. A request can be a question, a data
transfer, an order to perform an action, a request to retrieve data, an information message, or any other
similar message. The responses returned can be results, acknowledgments, data, or any other message
related to the request. The software sending the message always needs at least an acknowledgment from
the other party; otherwise, it is impossible to know whether the message arrived1. Since it is impossible to
be sure that the reply message will arrive, the sender of the reply message must always offer the sender of
the request message – without disturbing its own system – the opportunity to either resend the request
message (even if it has already been processed for the first time) or to ensure that the message arrives in
some other agreed manner.
The interfaces of DPS have been intentionally implemented using a client-server model2, on which almost all
interfaces are based today. In such an interface, the software of one or more partner organizations sends
requests to the DPS through the interface (client role), and the DPS responds to them (server role)3.
The main responsibility for maintaining the continuous operation and security of the interface rests mainly
with the party responsible for receiving the above requests and sending the responses. In the client-server
interface described in this document, this key responsibility remains with the DPS, and thus does not impose
a burden on partner organizations to maintain the server interface 4. The partner organization retains some
basic responsibilities regarding the information security of the interface, such as the duty of care in managing
the passwords and keys related to the interface. This model simplifies the utilization of the interface and the
responsibilities of the partner organization, but does not in itself impose restrictions on required functions,
full automation, or scalability, for example.
The interface specification of the DPS is based on the premise that the interfaces are utilized fully
automatically. For example, if a partner organization intends to send submission information packets or
retrieve multiple copies of dissemination information packets (e.g., tens of thousands or more), the partner
organization’s software can automatically create the necessary requests, send them to the DPS, and process
the responses received. If the partner organization needs to perform such processes at regular intervals (e.g.,
on a daily basis), several solutions can be used for this purpose, e.g., a scheduling function that automatically
and regularly starts the process in the partner organization’s software. Details of the interface are given in
sections 2 and 3.

1.4 Updates to this Specification
This specification will be revised annually and it will be developed further based on the needs of partner
organizations. Existing functionalities can be enriched by using more comprehensive message structures.
Further, new functionalities may be implemented.
1

At the minimum message can be thought of as a query in the form: “Did you get the message?”, and an acknowledgment of the
response: “Yes, I got it”
2 In the client-server model, the terms “client” and “server” are always roles assigned to software.
3 However, the query (or communication in general) does not need to be visible to the end user. For comparison, one can think of an
e-mail program that sends a request for new messages to the server at regular intervals (e.g., every 15 minutes) and receives them
in response. The end user just sees new email messages in the email program she does not see the communication in the
background.
4 If both parties to the communication had a server role (i.e., both parties could receive requests), the responsibility for maintaining
the interface in terms of its operation and security could become equal for both parties. The partner organization would have to
maintain a service for receiving request messages, and would inevitably include service-specific responsibilities such as service
hours, service availability, service response, automatic troubleshooting, and security, as well as any auditing requirements. Utilizing
the client-server model, the partner organization largely avoids all of this.
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The three-level version number of the definition describes the level of changes that have been made to the
specification. If the first digit is updated, it means significant changes to partner organizations’ systems that
are integrated to the DPS. The middle digit reflects situations where changes may affect partner
organizations’ systems. An update to the third digit describes situations where only minor corrections or
clarifications have been made. For example, updates to examples in the specification are minor corrections.
The REST interface specified in this document is not compatible with the corresponding specification versions
1.0.X.
The persistent identifier of the latest version of this specification is urn:nbn:fi-fe2020100578098.
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2 TRANSFER OF SIP PACKAGES TO DPS
When transferring content to the DPS, the software of the partner organization transfers submission
information packets (SIP) to the DPS and later receives validation reports for processing. The SIP can either
be accepted for preservation or rejected in the DPS ingestion. An SFTP interface [IETF_SFTP] is used for
transfer of DIPs into the DPS and retrieval of validation reports from these services. SFTP enables secure
communication. The SFTP interface can also be used for the retrieval of DIPs.

2.1 Authentication and Monitoring
The SFTP connection uses public key authentication of users based on the guidelines given to producers as
part of the DPS deployment process. The partner organization’s software may transfer and process the
content within the limits of the contract identifier authority granted to the partner organization. For each
SFTP connection, the following information will be stored:





Who did it? (userid)
What was done? (commands, bytes sent/received)
When? (timestamps)
From where? (IP address)

2.2 Home Directories
The partner organization’s software has a user-specific home directory on the server, and the following
directories below it:





/accepted – Directory for validation reports of accepted SIPs
/rejected – Directory for rejected SIPs and their validation reports
/transfer – Directory for SIPs to be ingested
/disseminated – Directory for DIPs (cf. section 3.4.2)

Validation reports will remain in the home directory for at least 20 days, and DIPs and rejected SIPs for at
least ten (10) days, unless the partner organization’s software delete the packages earlier. More detailed
information regarding DIPs is given in section 3.5.

2.3 Transfer to the DPS
The partner organization’s software sends SIPs to its transfer directory (/transfer) using the SFTP protocol.
The ingest module of the DPS automatically takes SIPs for validation from the /transfer directory.
However, the ingest module does not process files with .incomplete (or .part) suffixes. This naming must be
used if the partner organization’s software wants to be sure that the file is transferred successfully over a
network before it will be processed by the ingest module. After a successful transfer, the partner
organization’s software can change the suffix to a valid one (e.g., .zip or .tar), which will trigger the automatic
processing of the package by the DPS ingest.
If the information content of the SIP is accepted, it is transferred to preservation. A validation report will be
made available to the /accepted directory. If the content is rejected, the validation report is placed in the
/reject directory. The rejection process is discussed in detail in section 2.4. The validation report includes
at least:






The user (user name of the user)
Date and time of the beginning of the validation process
The structure of the SIP
Validation actions and results, validated targets, and timestamps
Date and time at the end of the validation process (which is also the time when the DPS took the
responsibility for preserving the content)
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Two files will be made available to the partner organization’s software: a detailed validation report in PREMIS
format and a summary in HTML format. If the SIP has passed validation, the directory tree of these reports
is:
/accepted/<date>/<transfer>/<transfer-id>-ingest-report.xml
/accepted/<date>/<transfer>/<transfer-id>-ingest-report.html

The file path parts are as follows:






<date> – Date (year-month-day), when the report was made available
<transfer> – The SIP’s ZIP or TAR filename
<transfer-id> – Unique identifier for separating different transfers
xml – File extension for a PREMIS report
html – File extension for a HTML summary

Rejected SIPs are described in detail in section 2.4. Directory division by date exists to avoid an unreasonable
amount of reports in the same directory.

2.4 Content Rejected in Ingest
If a SIP is rejected in ingest, the package is transferred to the /rejected directory. The directory tree is as
follows:
/rejected/<date>/<transfer>/<transfer-id>/

And the corresponding validation reports are:
/rejected/<date>/<transfer>/<transfer-id>-ingest-report.xml
/rejected/<date>/<transfer>/<transfer-id>-ingest-report.html

The qualifiers are as follows:






<date> – Date (year-month-day) when the report was made available
<transfer> – The SIP’s filename
<transfer-id> – Unique identifier for separating different transfers
xml – File extension for a PREMIS report
html – File extension for a HTML summary
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3 MANAGING AND RETRIEVING CONTENTS
A REST interface over HTTP protocol is used for search, management, and retrieval of archived content. To
facilitate the implementation of automation logic, especially for search and retrieval of data, the DPS provides
the commands that are normally required in the next step directly as part of the response messages. It is
sufficient that the partner organization’s software extracts these commands from the received response
messages and forwards them unaltered back to the DPS as request messages.
The following qualifiers are used in the REST messages:



<base> – String: https://pas.csc.fi/api/2.0
<contract> – Contract identifier which restricts the scope to the content to a particular DPS



contract
Commands may have other qualifiers which are defined in that command’s detailed specification

3.1 Authentication and Management
Authentication uses both TSL/SSL and HTTP Basic Access authentication. An authenticated partner
organization’s software can only use REST messages with authorized contract identifiers. The DPS records a
log of the partner organization’s software actions so that for each REST query message at least the following
information is stored automatically:






Who made the request? (userid)
What was done? (the content of the REST query message)
Date and time of the transaction (timestamp of a query)
From where? (source IP address of the message)
What was the response? (HTTP status code and the size of the response)

Authentication requires a user name and a password. Their usage is not described in the specification, as it
depends on the technical implementation of the application utilizing the interface.

3.2 Message Structure
3.2.1 Query Messages
Query messages have the format:
{GET, POST, DELETE} <base>/<contract>/<term>...

where <term> describes the existing resource or tool, and it is one of the following:






search – Search too. Functionality in the interface is described in section 3.3.
preserved – AIP resource. Functionality in the interface is described in section 3.4.
disseminated – DIP resource. Functionality in the interface is described in section 3.5.
ingest– Information related to SIPs. The functionality in the interface is described in section 3.5.3.
statistics – Statistics. The functionality in the interface is described in section 3.7.

The query message format in this specification is given without optional HTTP headers. These headers can
be added to any message according to the RFC7231 specification [RFC_7231]. For example, to a message:
GET https://pas.csc.fi/api/2.0/csc

the following headers can be added:
GET https://pas.csc.fi/api/2.0/csc HTTP/1.1
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 08:12:31 GMT
Host: pas.csc.fi
...
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3.2.2 Response Messages
The JSON format [RFC_7159] with the JSend structure [JSEND] is used in a response message content. In a
successful case, a response message structure is as follows:
{
"status": "success",
"data": { ... }
}

In the response messages, status tells us about the success or failure of the query, and data the result
set. In an unsuccessful case, the following message is given as a response message:
{
"status": "fail",
"data": { "message": "..." }
}

In the case of failure, message gives the error message. However, if the query parameter has been incorrect,
the error message will be returned with the parameter name:
{
"status": "fail",
"data": { "<parameter>": "..." }
}

For example, if there was a parameter limit in the query and an incorrect value has been given, the
message could be as follows:
{
"status": "fail",
"data": { "limit": "Value can only be an integer in range 1-1000" }
}

The returned preserved content is a ZIP or TAR dissemination package, or an XML metadata document.

3.3 Search Messages
The content to be processed can be limited as desired by utilizing the metadata of the content in the search
queries. In the DPS, certain content is stored in one or more archival information package. Each archival
information package includes a METS document describing the content of the package, which is indexed to
a separate database. The METS documents of existing dissemination information packages are also indexed.
With the search functionality, it is possible to search for archival information and dissemination information
packages by performing searches in this database and fetching a list of the information packages matching
given search conditions. If identifiers of archival information and dissemination information are known
before, the identifiers can be used directly, and this search function can be bypassed. Updating the preserved
content does not change existing archival information packages, but new archival information packages are
created for updated versions. This is how the search function and the returned identifiers make it possible to
distinguish between the different versions of the content.
Message format:
GET <base>/<contract>/search?<parameters>

Message qualifiers:


<parameters> – Query may contain the following parameters separated with &-characters to limit

search results.
q=<query>

The search criteria used for searching the result set. The search criteria are presented
separately in section 3.3.1. The default is the search for all the content. Note that the
generated search criteria must be URL-encoded for the REST interface.
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limit=<limit>

The parameter allows the results to be paginated with the page parameter, where <limit>
refers to how many items (at most) are returned per page, and the page refers to the page
number. The default value is 20. Integers between 1 and 1000 are permitted.
page=<page>

The parameter allows the results to be paginated with the limit parameter, where the
limit refers to how many items (at most) are returned per page, and <page> refers to the
page number. The default value is 1, which corresponds to the first page.
Response message in normal cases:






HTTP 200 OK – Successful operation. The response contains a list of found information packages in
JSON format. The preserved content can be retrieved using the URLs in the message.
HTTP 400 Bad Request – Syntax error in a command. For example, an unsupported parameter.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 404 Not Found – The preserved content was not found.
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in a message (other than GET).

The format of a response message to a successful query is as follows5:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
"results":[
{
"location": "<base>/<contract>/preserved/<aip_id-1>",
"createdate": "<aip_create_date-1>",
"lastmoddate": "<dip_lastmoddate-1>",
"match": <search_match-obj-1>,
"id": "<aip_id-1>",
"pkg_type": "AIP"
},
{
"location": "<base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip_id-1>",
"createdate": "<dip_create_date-1>",
"match": <search_match-obj-2>,
"id": "<dip_id-1>",
"pkg_type": "DIP"
},
...
],
"links": {
"self": "<current-url>",
"next": "<next-url>",
"previous": "<previous-url>"
}
}
}

5

The structure of the response messages of the search function has been influenced by the structure of the JSON API interface
[JSON_API] and the Invenio repository application [INVENIO].
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In the response, the results is the result set, and the links is the paging function. The result set has zero, one,
or more AIP or DIP result entries. A result entry contains the following information:





location – Address, that can be used for managing AIP or DIP (cf. sections 3.4 and 3.5).
createdate – The value of the CREATEDATE attribute in the METS document.
lastmoddate – The value of the LASTMODDATE attribute in the METS document. Given, if it exists.
match – Search criteria match, which gives information in which part of the METS database the




search criteria was matched.
id – Information package identifier.
pkg_type – The term AIP refers to archival information package and DIP refers to dissemination
information package.

The paging function contains the following information:




self – Current address.
next – Next page. Given if the next page exists.
previous – Previous page. Given if previous page exists.

In a result entry, createdate and lastmoddate are intended to describe the content version to which the
information package belongs. Further information can be added later if needed.
By default, the search functionality searched for information on a case-insensitive basis. However, the result
set gives the match in the original case, with which the result set can be filtered to case sensitive.

3.3.1 Search Function
The METS documents of the archival information packages and existing dissemination information packages
are fully indexed to the METS database and their data can be retrieved as described in this section. The search
criteria use the Apache Lucene syntax [LUCENE], which allows for a variety of functions. The search always
uses the key:value pairs where the key corresponds to a particular element or attribute in the METS
document and the value of the value in that key.
The search database is not real time. Archival and dissemination information packages must first be indexed
so they can be searched. If the preservation responsibility of an archival information package has recently
been changed, or the dissemination information package has been recently created, it may not have been
indexed yet to the database and the package cannot be found in the search function. Likewise, when a
dissemination information package is removed, its data will be cleared from the search database with a delay.
However, this delay does not affect other interface functions, unless stated otherwise.
3.3.1.1 Search Functionality and Syntax
In the search functionality, the functions are available using the Apache Lucene syntax [LUCENE] in
accordance with the luqum application library [LUQUM] including, for example, the following functionalities6:







logical operations AND, OR, and NOT
fuzzy search
proximity search
wildcards (? and *)
range search
boosting a term

3.3.1.2 Key/Value Pairs
In the search criteria, the key name matches a particular element or attribute in the METS document. Value
is something that this element or attribute should contain. The XML path can also be used as the key, and

6

See instructions and examples to use the search terms syntax at https://lucene.apache.org/core/3_6_0/queryparsersyntax.html
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the names of the elements/attributes are described as underscored without namespaces. However, the
whole path is not mandatory; only the remainder is enough. Keys are case sensitive, but their values are
handled case insensitively. For example:








q=’mets_OBJID:id-123’ – Get information about packages that have a <mets> element in the
METS document with the @OBJID attribute value id-123. In this example, the key is mets_OBJID.
q=’subject:xxx’– Get information about packages that have a value of xxx in any <subject>

element or any @subject attribute in the METS document. Of the supported metadata formats, this
also takes into account <subject> elements of the EAD and MODS formats, in addition to the Dublin
Core.
- Since the full path is not given, the key may be anywhere in the METS document.
- For example, q=’mets_dmdSec_mdWrap_xmlData_subject:xxx’ assumes the key
location in the following path: <mets>/<dmdSec>/<mdWrap>/<xmlData>/<subject>. The
namespace in the XML structure may change in the middle of the path.
q=’objectIdentifierValue:xxx’– Retrieve information about packages containing digital
objects with identifier a value xxx
q=’formatName:image/tiff’ – Retrieve information about packages containing TIFF images.
q=’MDTYPE:DC’ – Retrieve information about packages containing Dublin Core metadata
q=’author:shak* AND title:hamle*’ – Retrieve information about packages in which either
the <author> element or @author attribute value starts with a shak string, and either the <title>
element of @title attribute starts with a hamle string.

3.3.1.3 Restricting the Type of Information Package
Using the AND-operator, pkg_type:AIP or pkg_type:DIP should be added to the search criteria,
depending on whether the search should be applied only to archival information packages (AIP) or
dissemination information packages (DIP). Rules of the closure mark should be taken into account. By default,
both resources are searched.

3.4 Archival Information Package Management
The interface can be used to manage entire archival information packages. Multiple archival information
packages can be managed by having the partner organization’s software automatically processing them as
desired. For example, such an iteration is needed to manage all packages listed using a search condition as
the one in section 3.3.

3.4.1 Commands for Archival Information Package
This function provides a list of the commands that can be applied to a given archival information package.
Currently, the only command is to create a dissemination information package.
Message format:
GET <base>/<contract>/preserved/<aip-id>

Message qualifiers:


<aip-id> – An archival information package identifier, based on which the query is limited to the

preserved content. Section 3.3 describes how identifiers can be searched.
Response message in normal cases:






HTTP 200 OK – Successful message. The response contains a list of all versions in JSON format.
HTTP 400 Bad Request – Syntax error in a command. For example, an unsupported parameter.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 404 Not Found – The content was not found.
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in a message (other than GET).
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The format of a response message to a successful query is as follows:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
"disseminate": "<base>/<contract>/preserved/<aip-id>/disseminate"
}
}

Returned URL syntax is described in section 3.4.2.

3.4.2 Creation of Dissemination Information Packages
This function is used to create a DIP from a given AIP. The function always makes a new DIP, with its own
identifier, available to the partner organization’s software. It does not delete previously created DIPs. Section
3.5 describes this in detail.
Message format:
POST <base>/<contract>/preserved/<aip-id>/disseminate?<parameters>

Message qualifiers:


<aip-id> – An archival information package identifier, based on which a DIP is created from



preserved content. Section 3.3 describes how identifiers can be searched.
<parameters> – Query may contain the following parameters separated with &-characters to
specify a DIP format.
catalog=<catalog>

The dissemination information package is created in accordance with the schema catalog
version <catalog>. Only the first two digits of the version number are given as a parameter.
For example, catalog = 1.6 returns the results according to the schema catalog 1.6.X,
where X is the most recent version of the 1.6 version series. A dissemination information
package cannot be created using an older catalog version. The default is the latest version.
format=<format>

The dissemination information package is wrapped in a file format <format>. The allowed
values are zip and tar. By default, ZIP compression is used. The TAR -format is returned
without compression.
Response message in normal cases:







HTTP 202 Accepted – Successful operation. The content was found and the creation of a DIP has
started, but the process is not yet complete. The response message already contains a link to the DIP
to be created. In addition to the REST interface, the DIP, when completed, will also be available via
SFTP connection from the /disseminated directory (cf. section 2.2).
HTTP 400 Bad Request – Incorrect parameter value or the parameter is not supported.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 404 Not Found – The searched content was not found.
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in the message (other than POST).
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The format of a response message to a successful query is as follows:
HTTP/1.1 202 Accepted
Content-Type: application/json
Location: <base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>
Allow: POST
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
"disseminated": "<base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>"
}
}

In the response message <dip-id> is dissemination package identifier. Returned URL syntax is described in
section 3.4.2.

3.5 Dissemination Information Packages
When content is retrieved from the DPS, a dissemination information package must be created (cf. section
3.4.2). The DPS creates a dissemination information package conforming to the metadata requirements and
preparing content for digital preservation specification [FI_META]. A new identifier will be given to the
package and a new METS document will be created. Finally, the integrity of the package is verified and then
it will be given available. The DIP can be fetched either using the REST or SFTP interface. Retrieving content
does not remove it from the preservation.

3.5.1 Tracking a DIP and Commands to DIPs
This function allows keeping track of the DIP creation process. This function also provides a list of the
commands that can be applied to the dissemination information package.
Message format:
GET <base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>

Message qualifiers:


<dip-id> – Identifier of the DIP. It is the identifier that is received in the DIP creation query message

(cf. section 3.4.2). Section 3.3 describes how DIPs can be searched.
Response message in normal cases:






HTTP 200 OK – Successful operation. The response contains commands to a DIP in JSON format.
HTTP 400 Bad Request – The parameter is not supported.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 404 Not Found – The DIP was not found.
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in a message (other than GET when DIP creation is
in progress; other than GET or DELETE when the DIP has been created).

The format of a response message to a successful query is as follows:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
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"complete": <complete>,
"actions": <actions>
}
}

The response message <complete> is one of the following: "false" (DIP creation is in progress) or "true"
(DIP is ready). In the message, <actions> is a JSON structure of the functions that can be performed on
dissemination information packages. When the DIP creation is still in progress, the structure is empty {}.
When the dissemination information package is complete, the structure is as follows:
{
"download": "<base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>/download",
"metadata": "<base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>/metadata",
"history": "<base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>/history"
}

The given functions are available immediately. Returned URL syntax is described in Section 3.4.2.

3.5.2 Retrieval of DIPs
This function allows the retrieval of created dissemination information packages or their metadata. DIPs can
also be downloaded from the /disseminated directory via the SFTP interface. Created dissemination
information packages will remain for ten (10) days unless the partner organization’s software remove them
prior to this.
Message format:
GET <base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>/download
GET <base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>/metadata
GET <base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>/history

Message qualifiers:





<dip-id> – The identifier of the DIP received in the DIP creation message (cf. section 3.4.2). Created

DIPs can be searched as described in section 3.3.
download – The whole DIP is delivered. The DIP may also be retrieved directly from the
/disseminated directory using the SFTP interface.
metadata – Only the METS document is fetched.
history – The whole provenance information of the package is fetched in PREMIS format.

Response message in normal cases:







HTTP 200 OK – Successful operation. DIP, its METS document, or its provenance report is included in
the response message. The DIP is returned as a ZIP or TAR package and its metadata as an XML
document. A JSON formatted message is not returned.
HTTP 400 Bad Request – The parameter is not supported.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 404 Not Found – The DIP was not found (either it has not been created or creation is in
progress).
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in a message (other than GET).

The format of a response message to a successful query is as follows:


Dissemination information package in a ZIP format:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/zip
Content-Length: 23456
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
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<dip.zip>



Dissemination information package in a TAR format:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/x-tar
Content-Length: 23456
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
<dip.tar>



METS document of the dissemination information package:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/xml
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
<mets...



The provenance report of the dissemination information package:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/xml
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
<premis...

3.5.3 Deleting Dissemination Information Packages
This function is used to delete dissemination information packages from the DPS. It is recommended that this
function is used, especially when large quantities of DIPs are created and retrieved automatically at once. A
DIP cannot be removed while its creation is in progress. If DIPs are not deleted, they remain for ten (10) days
at the DPS.
Message format:
DELETE <base>/<contract>/disseminated/<dip-id>

Message qualifiers:


<dip-id> – The identifier of the DIP, received in the DIP creation message (cf. section 3.4.2)

Response message in normal cases:






HTTP 200 OK – Successful operation. The DIP was deleted.
HTTP 400 Bad Request – The parameter is not supported.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 404 Not Found – The DIP was not found or it has been previously deleted.
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in a message (other than GET when DIP creation is
in progress; other than GET or DELETE when the DIP has been created).

The format of a response message to a successful query is as follows:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET, DELETE
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Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
"deleted": "true"
}
}

3.6 Searching and retrieving SIP validation reports using the REST interface
In addition to the SFTP interface, SIP validation reports can be searched and retrieved using the REST
interface, assuming the ingest module has detected the SIP identifier in the METS document. There are some
cases when the identifier cannot be detected, including cases when the package cannot be unzipped or the
METS document is missing from the package. In such cases, the report cannot be retrieved using the REST
interface and the SFTP interface must be used instead.
Functionality for searching validation reports employs a database which is not real time. The reports must be
indexed before they can be searched. If the report has been created recently, it has not necessarily been
indexed, and thus cannot be found. Reports that are available via the SFTP interface are stored in the
database for at least 20 days. If the report is removed from the SFTP interface before that time period, its
information is cleaned from the database with a delay.

3.6.1 Searching for Validation Reports
This function can be used to retrieve a list of validation reports related to a given submission information
package. There might be several reports, for example if the SIP has been ingested several times because it
was rejected.
Message format:
GET <base>/<contract>/ingest/report/<objid>

Message qualifiers:


<objid> – SIP identifier

Response message in normal cases:






HTTP 200 OK – Successful operation. A JSON formatted list of validation reports is returned.
HTTP 400 Bad Request – The parameter is not supported.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 404 Not Found – Report was not found.
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in a message (other than GET).

The format of a response message to a successful query is as follows:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
"results": [
{
"download": {
"html": "<report-url>?type=html",
"xml": "<report-url>?type=xml"
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},
"id": <transfer-id>,
"date": <date>,
"status": <status>
},
...
]
}
}

In the response message, <report-url> is the URL of the report, <transfer-id> is the identifier of the
transfer, <date> is the creation time of the report, and <status> is either “accepted” or “rejected”
depending on whether the package was accepted or rejected in that transfer. Returned URL syntax is
described in section 3.6.2.

3.6.2 Retrieving Validation Reports
This function can be used to retrieve the machine-readable validation report of a SIP in an XML format, or
the human readable summary in HTML format.
Message format:
GET <report-url>?type=xml
GET <report-url>?type=html

Message qualifiers:





<report-url> – The URL of the report which was received in a query (see section 3.6.1)
xml – Machine-processable PREMIS report
html – Human-readable HTML summary

Response message in normal cases:






HTTP 200 OK – Successful operation. The validation report is returned in either XML or HTML format.
HTTP 400 Bad Request – Incorrect parameter value or the parameter is not supported.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 404 Not Found – Report was not found.
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in a message (other than GET).

The format of a response message to a successful query is as follows:


Validation report in XML format:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/xml
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
<premis...



Validation report in HTML format:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
<html...
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3.7 Statistics
It is possible to retrieve statistical information from the DPS, but so far only for some figures. This part will
be extended in the future and thus new fields may be added to the JSON message as minor updates outside
the normal yearly updates. The possibility to retrieve statistics for a given time period will be added in the
future. Statistics are not necessarily real time because they may be aggregated in the DPS with a delay.
Message format:
GET <base>/<contract>/statistics/overview

Response message in normal cases:





HTTP 200 OK – Successful operation. The basic statistic information is returned in a JSON format.
HTTP 400 Bad Request – Parameter is not supported.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in a message (other than GET).

The format of a response message to a successful query is as follows:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 2345
Allow: GET
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 10:42:37 GMT
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
"capacity": {
"used": <used>,
"available": <available>,
"total": <total>
},
"key_figures": {
"sips_accepted": <accepted>,
"objects_preserved": <objects>
}
}
}

In the response message, <used> is the used quota of the contract in bytes, <available> is the available
quota, <total> is the total quota of the contract, <accepted> is the total number of accepted SIPs, and
<objects> is the total number of digital objects in preservation.

3.8 Public Keys
This function can be used to retrieve the public part of the key pair used in the digital signature of the
dissemination information package. The key can be used to verify that the dissemination information package
has arrived for the DPS and that it is secure.
Message format:
GET <base>/public_key/dip

Response message in normal cases:





HTTP 200 OK – Successful operation. The public key for the DIP digital signature is returned in the
response message.
HTTP 400 Bad Request – Parameter is not supported.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
HTTP 405 Method Not Allowed – Wrong method in a message (other than GET).
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3.9 Blocked Levels
The following message levels are purposefully prohibited.
Message format:
GET <base>
GET <base>/<contract>
GET <base>/<contract>/preserved
GET <base>/<contract>/disseminated
GET <base>/<contract>/ingest
GET <base>/<contract>/ingest/report
GET <base>/<contract>/statistics
GET <base>/public_key

Response message in normal cases:



HTTP 400 Bad Request – Invalid request.
HTTP 401 Unauthorized – Incorrect username, password, or contract identifier.
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ANNEX A. SIP VALIDATION REPORT
The validation report contains a set of objects, events, and agents as specified in PREMIS Data Dictionary, in
PREMIS XML format. This Annex contains brief descriptions of the relevant PREMIS properties. The validation
report contains only single occurrence of each property, unless stated otherwise. The event name, result and
filenames of objects related to the event are shown in a separate human readable HTML formatted report.

A.1.

Objects

PREMIS XML formatted statements are created for all entities employed and created during the ingest
process. These entities are PREMIS objects, which are processed in events (cf. section A.2). These events in
turn and performed by various agents (cf. section A.3).
Entities are submission information package, digital signature, METS document, digital object, and created
archival information package. This section describes the content of these PREMIS objects.
Submission information package:
Element
<object>
@xsi:type
-<objectIdentifier>
--<objectIdentifierType>
--<objectIdentifierValue>
-<originalName>
-<environment>
--<dependency>
---<dependencyIdentifier>
----<dependencyIdentifierType>
----<dependencyIdentifierValue>
--<dependency>
---<dependencyIdentifier>
----<dependencyIdentifierType>
----<dependencyIdentifierValue>

Specification
SIP in a validation report
”representation” (type of a PREMIS object)
SIP identifier in a validation report
”preservation-sip-id” (type of the identifier)
Value of the identifier
The original ZIP or TAR filename of the SIP
Dependency to a SIP
SIP identifier in the METS document
“mets:OBJID”
Value of the SIP identifier
Relation to contract identifier
Contract identifier in METS document
preservation-contract-id
Value of the contract identifier

Digital signature of a SIP:
Element
<object>
@xsi:type
-<objectIdentifier>
--<objectIdentifierType>
--<objectIdentifierValue>
-<originalName>
-<relationship>
--<relationshipType>
--<relationshipSubType>
--<relatedObjectIdentification>
---<relatedObjectIdentifierType>
---<relatedObjectIdentifierValue>

Specification
The digital signature file of a SIP in a validation report
”representation” (type of a PREMIS object)
The digital signature file identifier in a validation report
”preservation-signature-id” (type of the identifier)
Value of the identifier
Filename of the digital signature
Relationship to a SIP
”structural” (structural relationship)
”is included in”
SIP identifier in a validation report
”preservation-sip-id” (type of the SIP identifier)
Value of the SIP identifier
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METS document:
Element
<object>
@xsi:type
-<objectIdentifier>
--<objectIdentifierType>
--<objectIdentifierValue>
-<originalName>
-<relationship>
--<relationshipType>
--<relationshipSubType>
--<relatedObjectIdentification>
---<relatedObjectIdentifierType>
---<relatedObjectIdentifierValue>

Specification
METS document in a validation report
”representation” (type of a PREMIS object)
METS document identifier in a validation report
”preservation-mets-id” (type of the identifier)
Value of the identifier
MEST document file name
Relationship to a SIP
”structural” (structural relationship)
”is included in”
SIP identifier in a validation report
”preservation-sip-id” (type of the SIP identifier)
Value of the SIP identifier

Digital object: The report contains a separate PREMIS object for each digital object.
Element
<object>
@xsi:type
-<objectIdentifier>
--<objectIdentifierType>
--<objectIdentifierValue>
-<originalName>
-<environment>
--<dependency>
---<dependencyIdentifier>
----<dependencyIdentifierType>
----<dependencyIdentifierValue>
-<relationship>
--<relationshipType>
--<relationshipSubType>
--<relatedObjectIdentification>
---<relatedObjectIdentifierType>
---<relatedObjectIdentifierValue>

Specification
Digital object in a validation report
”representation” (type of a PREMIS object)
Digital object identifier in a validation report
”preservation-object-id” (type of the identifier)
Value of the identifier
Digital object file name
Dependency to the digital object
Digital object identifier in the METS document
Type of the digital object identifier
Value of the digital object identifier
Relationship to a SIP
”structural” (structural relationship)
”is included in”
SIP identifier in a validation report
”preservation-sip-id” (type of the SIP identifier)
Value of the SIP identifier

Archival information package:
Element
<object>
@xsi:type
-<objectIdentifier>
--<objectIdentifierType>
--<objectIdentifierValue>
-<originalName>
-<relationship>
--<relationshipType>
--<relationshipSubType>
--<relatedObjectIdentification>
---<relatedObjectIdentifierType>
---<relatedObjectIdentifierValue>

Specification
SIP in a validation report
”representation” (type of a PREMIS object)
SIP identifier in a validation report
”preservation-aip-id” (type of the identifier)
Value of the identifier
SIP file name
Relationship to a SIP
”derivation”
”has source”
SIP identifier in a validation report
”preservation-sip-id” (type of the SIP identifier)
Value of the SIP identifier
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A.2.

Events

PREMIS XML formatted statements are created of actions performed in ingest. These are called PREMIS
events. Ingest actions are targeted to different objects (cf. section A.1) and performed by different agents
(cf. section A.3). This section describes the content of all relevant PREMIS events. The event block for a certain
action (e.g., additional METS validation or validation of a digital object) may be present in the report as
several instances.
The table below describes core elements which are shared by all events. After the table there is a list of all
ingest events and further details about some of the core elements.
Core elements:
Element
<event>
-<eventIdentifier>
--<eventIdentifierType>
--<eventIdentifierValue>
-<eventType>
-<eventDateTime>
-<eventDetail>
-<eventOutcomeInformation>
--<eventOutcome>
--<eventOutcomeDetail>
---<eventOutcomeDetailNote>
---<eventOutcomeDetailExtension>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
--<linkingAgentIdentifierType>
--<linkingAgentIdentifierValue>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>
--<linkingObjectIdentifierType>
--<linkingObjectIdentifierValue>

Specification
Identifier of an event
“preservation-event-ID” (Type of the identifier)
Value of the identifier
Type of the event
Timestamp of the event
Name of the event
Result of the event: success or failure
Additional information of the event result in text format.
Additional information of the event result in XML format.
Reference to an agent in a validation report
Type of the agent identifier
Value of the agent identifier
Reference to an object in a validation report
Type of the object identifier
Value of the object identifier

Transfer of a SIP:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
”transfer”
“Transfer of submission information package”
Reference to the user ID
Reference to a SIP

Decompression of a SIP:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
”unpacking”
“Unpacking of the submission information package”
Reference to the decompression software
Reference to a SIP

Virus check:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>

Specification
”virus check”
“Virus check of submitted files”
Reference to the virus check software
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Element
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
Reference to a SIP

Digital signature validation:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
”validation”
“Submission information package digital signature validation”
Reference to the digital signature validation software
Reference to a digital signature

Contract validation:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
”validation”
“Validation of service contract properties”
Reference to the validation software
Reference to a submission information package

METS schema validation:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
”validation”
”METS schema validation”
Reference to the schema validation software
Reference to a METS document

Additional METS validation of required features:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
”validation”
“Additional METS validation of required features”
Reference to the validation software
Reference to a METS document

Fixity check of digital objects: The event contains the fixity checks of all digital objects of the SIP in one bundle.
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
”fixity check”
“Fixity check of digital objects in submission information package”
Reference to the fixity check software
Reference to a SIP

Digital object validation: For each digital object in the SIP, at least one event is created.
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
”validation”
“Digital object validation”
Reference to the digital object validation software
Reference to a digital object

Summary of SIP validation:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>

Specification
”validation
“Validation compilation of submission information package”
Reference to the validation software
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Element
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
Reference to a SIP

Creation of archival information package:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

Specification
”information package creation”
“Creation of archival information package”
Reference to the creation software
Reference to a created AIP

Preservation responsibility change:
Element
-<eventType>
-<eventDetail>
-<linkingAgentIdentifier>
-<linkingObjectIdentifier>

A.3.

Specification
“accession”
“Preservation responsibility change to the digital preservation
system”
Reference to the transfer software
Reference to a SIP

Agents

PREMIS XML formatted statements are created for all the parties performing actions in ingest (cf. section
A.2). These parties are called PREMIS agents. An agent can be either a partner organization or an application.
This section lists the data elements describing these PREMIS agents.
User ID of the partner organization:
Element
<agent>
-<agentIdentifier>
--<agentIdentifierType>
--<agentIdentifierValue>
-<agentName>
-<agentType>

Specification
Identifier of an agent
Type of the identifier
Value of the identifier
The partner organization user ID
“organization” (type of an agent)

A digital preservation application: Each application referenced in the report must have its own agent
description.
Element
<agent>
-<agentIdentifier>
--<agentIdentifierType>
--<agentIdentifierValue>
-<agentName>
-<agentType>

Specification
Identifier of an agent
Type of the identifier
Value of the identifier
Name of the application
“software” (type of an agent)
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